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about us abroad. Although Sir Samuel Hoare had
become Foreign Secretary on June 7th, and the naval
agreement was signed on the 18th, yet it really repre-
sented the crowning act of Sir John Simon's cynical
and short-sighted policy. It was an invitation to the
nations to go their own way, and it was undoubtedly
the most important cause of our marxy subsequent mis-
understandings with the French, just at a time when
everything in our tortuous policy depended upon com-
plete and cordial co-operation with them.
To Italy it was an additional incentive to push on with
her Ethiopian venture. By the summer of 1935 Great
Britain and France had lost that collective superiority
which might have enabled them to coerce Italy into
accepting some comparatively mild settlement of the
North African question*, a settlement which would
certainly have meant some sacrifice of Ethiopian terri-
tory or sovereignty, but could have been put before the
world in such a way as not to damage too severely either
the League of Nations, or respect for international law.
Mr. Eden, newly appointed Minister for League Affairs,
began at once upon an optimistic attempt to reach a
compromise along such lines. It is possible that at first
he did not appreciate the nature of our commitments
or the full implications of our policy since 193L A
strip of British Somaliland was offered to Ethiopia on
condition that she made some concessions of territory
to Italy. This gift of a barren and intractable piece of
land to Ethiopia was valueless unless a railway was
built down to the little port of Zeilah, thus giving
Ethiopia access to the sea. There is some evidence that
the transference would have included a condition that
no railway was to be built, making the strip merely a
* corridor for camels,* but even if that condition had

